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In contrast to theseviews, Gibbs(2001) argues thatintentionsare emer
gent products ofsocial interaction. The interaction maytake place between
multiple humans or between ahuman actor and hisor hertools and mate
rial environment. People assign meanings, intentions, goals, and plans to
their ongoing interactions as they occur. Thus, actions are not primarily
results of privately held, internalized mental representations. In a similar
vein, Fogel (1993, pp. 124-125) discusses the development of intentionaiity
in termsofparticipatoryfuture and anticipatory directionality, "direction isnot
astatic initial condition, not anexecutive givingorders that guide action, it
is a fluid partof a dynamic perception-action system."

Insociological studiesof agency, asimilarmovemaybeobserved. Barnes
(2000, p. 55) points out that the successful execution of routine collective
practices always involvesthe continualoverridingofroutine practices at the
individual level.An orchestra playinga familiar work servesasanexample:
"Any description of these activities as so many agents each following the
internal guidance of habit or rule would merely describe a fiasco." What
is needed is constant mutual adjustment and alignment, agreement out of
difference.

Pickering (1995, pp.21-22)characterizes intentionaiity in humanprac
tice as a dance ofagency or dialectic ofresistance andaccommodation. As active,
intentionalbeings, scientiststentativelyconstructsomenewmachine.They
then adopt a passive role, monitoring the performance of the machine to
seewhatever material agency it might capture. "Symmetrically, this period
of human passivity isthe period inwhich material agency actively manifests
itself. Doesthe machine perform as intended? Has an intended capture of
agencybeeneffected? Typicallythe answer isno, in whichcasethe response
is another reversal of roles (...)."

Gell (1998, p. 21) pushes this argument further:

Anti-personnel mines are not (primary) agents who initiate happenings
through acts of will for which they arc morally responsible, granted, but
they areobjective embodimentsof the power orcapacity to-will their use, and
hence moral entities in themselves. I describe artefacts as "social agents"
not because I wishto promulgate a form of material-culture mysticism, but
only in viewofthe fact objectification in artefact-form is how social agency
manifestsandrealizes itself,via the proliferation of fragments of"primary"
intentional agents in their "secondary" artefactual forms.

Gell (p. 23) adds the important observation that the concept of agency
implies"the overcoming of resistance, difficulty, inertia, etc." That, how
ever, should not be confused with control.
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Ciborra (2000) points out that in organizations, agency is typically
framed interms of control. Butwelive inarunaway world (Giddens, 1991)
in which thetechnologies and organizations wecreate keep drifting, gen
erating unintended, sometimes monstrous consequences. This calls for a
notion ofdistributed agency notobsessed with control: "Whatifourpower
to bringto life sophisticated and evolving infrastructures must be associ
atedwith the acceptance ofthe ideathat we are bound to losecontrol? And
that any attempt to regain top-down control will backfire, lead to further
centrifugal drifts, and eventually impede our making sense and learning
about how to effectively take care of the infrastructure?" (Ciborra, 2000,
pp. 39-40). Ciborra suggests a reframing of agency in termsof drift, care,
hospitality, andcultivation.

Perhaps the most radical accounts of distributed orfractured agency are
to be found in the works of Deleuze and Guattari (1977,1987) and Latour
(1993,1996, 2004). Schatzki (2002, p.205) provides aneloquentsummary
of these postbumanist views:

Consider the practice-order bundle that is the day trading branch office.
This complex of traders, managers, technicians, rooms, computers, com
puter network, power system, potted plants, and day trading, managerial,
repair, and other practices converts electricity, computer graphics, trader
savvy, and money into (1) commissions that subsidize expansion of the
firm, (2) greater visibility or notoriety for the branch office in the firm,
and (3) waste products such as used paper, burnt-out wiring, and carbon
dioxide. If such actions as making commissions, projecting an image, and
producingwaste are grouped together, the actor that performs them, that
is to say, the substance to which they are attached, is the practice-order
bundle (the branchoffice). More precisely, the actor that performs these
actions is this bundle treated as a unit. If, by contrast, such actions asscan
ning a computer screen and keepinga diary, or such doings asstraining a
trader's eyesandcrashing, aregrouped together, the actors involved are the
traders or computers, respectively. These agents, too, are networkstaken
as units. For Latour and Callon, consequently, an ascription of agency,
as in Deleuze and Guattari, is an instantaneous apprehension of multi
plicity. By considering differentcongeries ofaction, moreover, agency can
be seatedin any component of a network, as well as in the network as a
whole.

Although I endorse the general ideas expressed in these multiple strands
of theorizing, I also feel that they arc often relatively vague and partial.
Forinstance,talk about"practice-orderbundles"seems more metaphorical
than analytically rigorous. Above all, as a student of real work practices
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andorganizations, I wonder howone mightusesuch conceptualizations in
detailed empirical field studies and interventions.

Thus, I will try to spell out a few key principles of cultural-historical
activity theory as a potential contribution to increased systematicity, and
also as a challenge to somepossible limitations or gaps in the approaches
mentioned earlier.

The Contribution ofActivity Theory

If intentions are emergent and not reducible to individually held mental
representationsof goals and plans, how do we explain the persistenceand
durableguidingpoweroftenassociated withcollective intentions? Shweder
(1991, pp. 74-76) attempts to explain this with the notions of intentional
•worlds and intentional things. However, the explanation issomewhat circular:
"Intentional thingsare causally active, but only byvirtueof our mental rep
resentations of them. Intentionalthingshave no 'natural* reality or identity
separate from human understandings and activities. Intentionalworldsdo
not existindependentlyof the intentional states (beliefs, desires, emotions)
directed at them and by them, by the persons who live in them" (pp. 74-
75). This leads Shweder to maintain that there is no logical requirement
that the identityof things remainfixed across intentionalworlds. Shweder
seems to conceive of intentional worlds and intentional things mainly as
situated achievements without much historical inertia and dynamics of
their own.

Understanding the durability of collective intentions seems to require
a historical conceptof object. Vedcler (1991) points out that infant inten
tionaiity maybe best explained asstriving afterexternal objects, asobject-
directedness. On a larger scale, Knorr-Cetina (2001)discusses the tremen
dousmotivating powerof incomplete but durableepistemic objects -such
as markets-on-the screen - for entire professional groups. In these views,
objects do have historical dynamics and trajectories of their own. These
trajectories and dynamics stem from the fact that objects are constructed
by much more multilayered, temporally and spatially distributed actors
and forces than just the human participants observably present in a given
situation.

As pointed out in Chapter 1, in cultural-historical activity theory
Leont'ev (1978) distinguished between goal-oriented individual or group
actions and object-oriented collective activity. The latter is a product of
divisionof labor. Leont'ev's classicexample is a tribal hunt in which some
individuals chase the animals while others wait in ambush and kill them.
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The action ofchasing the game away makes nosense if it isseparated from
the overall activity and itsobject. Leont'ev argues that there isno activity
without an object. The objectcarries or embodies the true motive of the
activity. Activities are systemic formations that gain durability by becom
inginstitutionalized. Butactivities takeshape and manifest themselves only
throughactions performed by individuals andgroups.

In complex activity systems such as today's work organizations, it is
difficult for practitioners to construct a connection between the goals of
their ongoing actions and the more durable object/motive of the collective
activity system. Objects resist and biteback: theyseemto have lives of their
own.Butobjectsandmotivesare hard to articulate: theyappear to bevague,
fuzzy, multifaceted, amoeba-like, and often fragmented or contested. The
paradox is that objects/motives give directionality, purpose, and meaning
to the collective activity, yet they are frustradngly elusive. The activityof
health care is a casein point. Without the object of illnessthere would be
no hospitals and health professionals. But despite its pervasive presence,
illness is very hard to define, it doesnot follow the mental representations
of professionals and patients, andit certainly does not disappear no matter
how well one does one'swork (Engestrom, 1995b; Engestrom & Bladder,
2005; Engestrom, Puonti, & Seppanen, 2003).

In practical actions, objects and motives are stabilized, temporarily
"closed,"by meansof auxiliary artifacts - tools and signs.Vygotsky descri
bed this artifact-mediated nature of intentional action as follows:

The person, usingthe powerofthingsor stimuli,controls hisown behavior
through them, grouping them, putting them together, sorting them. In
other words, the great uniqueness of the will consists of man having no
power overhisownbehavior otherthanthe power thatthings have overhis
behavior. But man subjectsto himself the power of things over behavior,
makes them serve his own purposes and controls that power as he wants.
He changes the environment with the external activity and in this way
affectshisown behavior, subjectingit to hisown authority.(Vygotsky, 1997,
p. 212)

Vygotsky(1997) pointed out thatvoluntary action has two phases: adesign
phase in which the mediating artifact is (often painstakingly) constructed
andanexecution phase that typically looksquiteeasy andalmostautomatic.
Classic examples of mediated intentionaiity include the useofanalarm clock
to wake up earlyin the morning to master the conflict between motives of
work and rest.Vygotsky's examplesofvoluntary action focus on individual
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actors. This must not be interpreted asneglectof collective intentionaiity.
According to Vygotsky's famous principle, higherpsychological functions
appear twice: first interpsychologically, in collaborative action, and later
intrapsychologically, internalized by the individual. The interpsychological
origins of voluntary acdon - and collective intentionaiity - are found in
rudimentary uses of socially shared external prompts, reminders, plans,
maps,and so on.

Mediating artifacts such as an alarm clock typically serve as signs that
trigger a consequential action. They are mediators of action-level deci
sions. But humansalsoneed and use mediating artifacts to stabilize future-
oriented images or visions of their collective activity systems. Language
and various semiotic representations areneeded to construct and use such
tertiary artifacts, as Wartofsky (1979) called them. Human agency gains
unusual powers when the two, future-oriented activity-level envisioning
and consequential action-level decision making, come together in close
interplay(Engestrom, Engestrom, & Kerosuo, 2003). Ghoshal and Bruch
(2003, p. 53)provide a niceexample from organizational practice:

Thomas Hillwas amidlevel manager inaU.S.-based pharmaceuticals com
pany. Comfortable in his job as head of Central European sales, Hill sud
denly faced the possibility of becoming the Indian subsidiary's general man
ager. Afterdays of internal battles, Hill asked twocolleagues to debate the
pros and cons in his presence. "I was distanced because the struggle took
place outside of me," he recalls. "And yet it made the facts and my inner
situationcrystal clear." The colleagues continued the discussion until Hill
was sure what hewanted. Impressed, henowuses the process regularly for
tough decisions.

Inactivity theory, contradictions play acentral role as sources ofchange
and development. Contradictions are not the same as problems orconflicts.
Contradictions are historically accumulating structural tensions within and
between activity systems.The activity system isconstantly working through
tensions and contradictions within and between its elements. Contradic

tions manifest themselves in disturbances and innovative solutions. In this

sense, anactivity systemisavirtual disturbance- andinnovation-producing
machine.

The primarycontradiction ofactivities in capitalism is that betweenthe
usevalue and exchange value of commodities. This contradiction pervades
all elements of our activity systems. The work activity of general practi
tioners in primary medical care may serve as an illustration. The primary
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contradiction, the dual nature ofusevalue and exchange value, can be found
by focusing on anyof the elements of the doctor's workactivity. For exam
ple,instrumentsof this work include atremendous variety of medicaments
and drugs. But they are not just useful preparations for healing; they are
aboveall commodities with prices, manufactured for a market, advertised,
andsold for profit. Every doctor feces thiscontradiction in hisor herdaily
decision makingin one form or another.

Activities are open systems. When an activitysystem adopts a new ele
ment from the outside (for example, a new technology or a new object),
it often leads to an aggravated secondary contradiction whereby some old
clement (for example, the rules or the division of labor) collides with the
new one. Such contradictions generate disturbances andconflicts,but also
innovative attemptsto change the activity. The stiff hierarchical division of
labor lagging behind and preventing the possibilities opened by advanced
instruments is a typical example. A typical secondary contradiction in the
work activityofgeneral practitioners would be the tension between the tra
ditional biomedical conceptual instruments concerning the classification of
diseases and correct diagnosis, on the one hand,andthe changing nature of
the objects, namely, the increasingly ambivalent and complex problems and
symptoms of the patients, on the other. These problems, more andmore
often, do not comply with the standards of classical diagnosis and nomen
clature. They require an integrated social, psychological, and biomedical
approach that may not yet exist.

Contradictions arenot just inevitable features ofactivity. They are "the
principle of its self-movement and (...) the form in which the develop
ment is cast" (Ilyenkov, 1977, p. 330). This means that new qualitative
stages and forms of activity emerge as solutions to thecontradictions of the
preceding stage of form. This, in turn, takes place in the form of"invisible
breakthroughs," innovations from below:

In reality it always happens that a phenomenon which later becomes uni
versal originally emerges as anindividual, particular, specific phenomenon,
asan exception from the rule. It cannotactually emerge in anyother way.
Otherwise history would have a rather mysterious form. Thus, any new
improvement of labour, every new mode of man's action in production,
beforebecominggenerally accepted andrecognised, first emergeas acertain
deviation from previously accepted and codified norms. Having emerged
as an individual exception from the rule in the labour of one or several men,
the new form is then taken over by others, becoming in time a new univer
sal norm. If the new norm did not originally appear in this exact manner,
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it would never become a really universal form, but would existmerely in
fantasy, in wishful thinking. (Ilyenkov, 1982, pp. 83-84)

Activity systems take shape and get transformed over lengthy periods
of time. Their problems andpotentials canonlybe understood against the
background of their own history. History itselfneeds to be studied both
as the local history of the activity and its objects and as the history of the
theoretical ideas and tools that have shaped the activity. Thus, medical
work needs to be analyzed against the historical background of its local
organization and against the more global history of the medical concepts,
procedures,and tools employed and accumulated in the local activity.

To sum up, five principles of cultural-historical activity theory seem
relevant for the study of collective intentionaiity and distributed agency.
These maybe called(1)the principleof objectorientation, (2)the principle
of mediation by tools and signs, (3) the principle of mutual constitution
of actions and activity, (4) the principleof contradictionsand deviations as
sourceof change,and (5) the principleof historicity. The lastone, historic
ity, requiresthat I nowturn briefly to the changinglandscape of agency in
workorganizations.

Agency in Hierarchies, Markets, Networks, and Beyond

Many recent attempts to analyze historical change in work organizations
(e.g., Powell, 1990) have condensed the current landscape into three major
forms: hierarchy, market, and network. In this view, organizations in capi
talistsociety have beenbuilteitheron theprinciplesofcentralized hierarchy
(forexample, large vertically integrated corporations andbigbureaucracies)
or on the principles of the market (typically moreagile companies seeking
to exploit new opportunities). Hierarchies are strong in developing the
standardization neededin traditional mass production,but theyarc limited
by their rigidity. Market organizations are strong in their flexibility, but
they are limited by their excessive competitiveness, which tends to exclude
collaborationand reciprocity.

In asimplified form, wemightcharacterize the natureofagency inhier
archies with the imperatives "Control andcommand" formanagement and
"Resistand defend" for workers. In an ideal marketorganization,this dual
ism melts into one overriding imperative: "Take advantage and maximize
gain."

Powelland many others point out that these two classic formsof orga
nizingworkincapitalism are increasingly beingchallenged or evenreplaced
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by various forms of networks in which different organizations or organi
zational units seeknewinnovations by means of collaboration across tra
ditional boundaries. In network organizations, the imperative would be
"Connect and reciprocate."

The rateofalliance andpartnership formation inworkorganizations has
exploded inrecentyears. Firms nolonger compete asindividual companies;
instead, theycompete asrapidly changing constellations of companies that
cooperate to succeed.In virtuallyall sectorsofthe economy, alliances have
reshaped the interactions ofcompanies.Although partnerships andalliances
are clearlyspearheads toward the future, they are also full of tensions and
thus are extremely difficult to sustain and manage (Spekman, Isabella, &
MacAvoy, 2000).

Partnership and alliance formation typically takes place in multior-
ganizational fields (Scott, Ruef, Mendel, & Caronna, 2000). In activity-
theoretical terms, these may be called distributed multiactivityfields or ter
rains, bound together by partiallyshared large-scale objects.The mastery
and/or cultivationof such "runawayobjects" urgently requires new forms
of distributed and coordinated agency.

As I pointed out in Chapter 8, my research groups have been particu
larly interested in whatwecall negotiated knotworking asanemerging way
of organizing work. In knotworking, collaboration between the partners is
of vital importance, yet it takes shape without strong prederminded rules
or central authority. The concept of a network is somewhat problematic
as a framework for understanding knotworking. A network is commonly
understood asa relatively stablewebof linksor connections between orga
nizational units, oftenmaterially anchored in shared information systems.
Knotworking, on the other hand, is a much more elusive and improvised
phenomenon.

Knotworking is similar to the latent organizations described by Starkey,
Barnatt, and Tempest (2000, p. 300) in that it "persists through time as
a form of organization that is periodically made manifest in particular
projects," remaining dormant until market or user demand presents an
opportunity or necessity for the organizationto reanimate itselfasan active
production system.However, Starkeyet al. (p. 300)argue that latent orga
nizations "come to exist when a central broker reconstitutes the same cre

atively unique set of agent partnerson a recurring project basis." This is
clearlynot the casein the knotworkingsettingswehaveanalyzed. Aspointed
out in Chapter 8, in thesesettings the center docs not hold.

In Chapter 8,1 connected knotworking to the mode of production that
Victorand Boynton(1998) characterizeasco-configuration. However, the
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notionof co-configuration does not capture the profound implications of
what is called social production or peer production. Benkler (2006, p. 59)
summarizes this phenomenon as follows:

A newmodelof production has takenroot; one thatshouldnot be there,at
leastaccording to our most widely held beliefsabouteconomic behavior. It
shouldnot, the intuitionsofthe late-twentieth-centuryAmericanwouldsay,
be the case that thousands ofvolunteerswill come together to collaborate
on a complex economic project. It certainly should not be the case that
thesevolunteerswill beatthe largest andbest-financed business enterprises
in the worldat their own game.And yet, this is precisely what ishappening
in the software world.

The Open Source movement in software production (e.g., DiBona,
Ockman, & Stone, 1999) is often usedasthe primeexample of new forms
ofcommunity-based work and social productionthat go beyond the limits
of bounded firm-based models (Lee & Cole, 2003; see alsoWeber, 2004).
Accordingto Lee andCole (2003, p.639),the key to the"knowledgeexpan
sion" witnessed in the Linux kernel development is, besides its openness
and nonproprietary nature, the norm of critique:

In the Linux developmentcommunity we observea peerreviewprocess asa
structured approach to generating criticism ofexisting versions, evaluating
thesecriticisms, andeliminating'error,'whileretainingthose solutionsthat
cannot be falsified.

Leeand Cole(p. 641) report thatbetween 1995 and 2000, they found 2,605
people in the Linuxcommunity"developmentteam"thatadds features and
fixes bugs. Over the same period, they found 1,562 people on the "bug
reportingteam"that reports, documents, orcharacterizes bugs. Inaddition,
the authors found that 49% of the bug reporting team also performed
tasks of the development team and that 29% of the development team
performed tasks of the bug reportingteam. The sheersize,openness, and
fluctuation across boundaries of this community make the use of the term
team somewhat ludicrous.

AuthorslikeHoward Rheingold (2002) havebegunto prophesize smart
mobs as radically new forms of organization made possible by mobile tech
nologies. Initial conditions of such "swarm" or "amoeba" organizations
were nicely captured by Rafael in an essay discussing the overthrowingof
PresidentJoseph Estrada in the Philippines in 2001:

Bypassing the complex ofbroadcasting media,cell phone usersthemselves
becamebroadcasters, receiving and transmittingboth news andgossipand
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often confounding thetwo. Indeed, onecould imagine each user bccominga
broadcastingstationunto him- or herself,a nodein awidernetworkofcom
munication that the state could not possibly even begin to monitor, much
lesscontrol. Hence, once the callwasmade for people to massat Edsa, cell
phoneusers readily forwarded messages theyreceived, even astheyfollowed
what was asked of them. Cell phonesthen wereinvested not onlywith the
power to surpasscrowdedconditionsand congestedsurroundings brought
about by the state's inabilityto order everyday life.They were alsoseen to
bring a new kindof crowdabout, one that wasthoroughly consciousof itself
asa movement headed towards a commongoal."(Rafael, 2003, p. 403)

Clearly, suchasmartmobhasnosingle, permanentcenter.Mobiletech
nologies make it possible for each participantpotentially to be a momen
tary center. Rafael's example underlines the importance of a shared goal.
But the emphasis on the goal also implies the problem. Because goals are
relatively short-lived, smart mobs alsoseem to be very temporary organi
zational forms.

However, there arc amoeba-like organizations that are not limited to
the pursuit of short-term goals. Twoquite resilientexamples are the activi
ties of birding (e.g., Obmascik, 2004) and skateboarding (e.g., Borden,
2001). These might be alsocalled wildfire activities, as they havethe pecu
liar capacity to disappear or die in a given location and suddenlyreappear
and develop vigorously in a quite different location or in the same loca
tion aftera lengthy dormantperiod. Although participants in theseactivi
tiescommonly use mobile technologies to communicate withone another
and to broadcast information about their objects (rare birds,good skating
spots), these activities arcmucholderthanmobile phones andthe Internet.
Birding hasahistory ofseveral hundred years, andskateboardingdatesback
at least to the early 1970s. Twoadditional features need to be mentioned.
Bothbirdingandskateboarding arepeculiar combinations of leisure, work,
sport,andart. And theyboth have consistendy defied attempts at full com
mercialization, offeringample opportunitiesfor cntrepreneurship but not
becoming dominated bycommercial motives.

What might be the nature of collective intentionaiity, or distributed
agency, in knotworking and social production? I will now turn to cases,
first a fictional one, to examine this question.

A Fictional Case: Hillerman's The Sinister Pig

The classic mystery novel concentrates intentionaiity and agency in the
individual master detective (e.g., Poirot, Maigret), often supported by a
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slighdy shadow-like sidekick (e.g., Holmes and Watson) and working on
an equallyindividual mastercriminal or crime.The historical evolution of
the genre has led to increasingly complex configurations and plots, yet the
focus on an individual or dyadic central agent hasstubbornly remained.

Tony Hillerman's mystery novels, located in the Navajo Reservation of
New Mexico, demonstrate the evolution of detective mysteries in a nice
way. Hillerman's first three books had a senior Navajo tribal policeofficer,
Joe Leaphorn, as their central hero.The next threebookselevated a junior
officer,Jim Chee, to the positionofcentral agent In the subsequentbooks,
Leaphorn and Chee worked together in an often ueasy alliance. In his
memoir, Hillerman muses on this as follows:

Luck, for example, caused me to put Cheeand Leaphorn in the same book.
I was on a book tour promotingthe third of the books in whichJim works
alone. A lady I'm signing abook for thanks me andsays:

"Why did you changeLeaphorn's name to Chee?"
It took a split second for the significance to sink in. A dagger to the

heart. I stutter. I search around for an answer, and finally just say they're
totally different characters. "Oh," says she, "I can't tell them apart."

I am sure thereare writers self-confident enough to forget this.What
does this old babe know? But that was not to be for me. Like what

St. Paul called his "thorn in the flesh," it wouldn't go away. I decided to
put both characters in the same bookto settlethe issue myself. I tried it in
Skinivalkers. It workedsowell I tried it again in A Thiefof Time. Hurrah! It
was the breakout book!(Hillerman, 2001, pp. 298-299)

Anauthor's encounterwithareader, such as theonedescribed byHillerman,
does not have to be characterized as luck. It may also be thoughtof as a
relatively probable and common opportunity for knotworking - a point
Hillermanhimself seems to imply when he writes that he'ssure that "there
are writers self-confident enough to forget this." In terms of distributed
agency, we might say that this step in Hillerman's writing resulted from
knotworking between the fictional subjects ofJoe Leaphorn and Jim Chee
and the real (?) subjects of the ladyand Tony Hillerman.

Hillerman's recentbook, The Sinister Pig (2003), steps radically beyond
thisdyad. The field ofactors developed inthebookmaybediagrammatically
depictedasin Figure 9.1. In the diagram, the unbroken two-headedarrows
indicate relatively strong relationships of collaboration, whereas the dot
ted two-headed arrows implyaweakcollaborative relationship. Lightning-
shaped two-headed arrows indicate hostile relationships. The letters A, B,
and C signify that the actors represent three different law enforcement
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Figure 9.1. Network of distributed agencyin Tbe Sinister Pig.

agencies,2 namely, the Navajo tribal police, the Border Patrol, and the
Bureau of LandManagement, respectively. The graytriangles signify unof
ficial actors who represent no institutional agencies.

A few interestingfeatures are immediately evidentin Figure9.1. First,
the good guys are not a group in which everyone collaborates with every
one else. There are two very different hubs among the good guys: one
frontline-oriented around Bernie Manuelito, the other more distant-from-
action around Jim Chee andJoe Leaphorn. These two hubs are connected
through a strong relationship between Chee and Manuelito, a weak rela
tionship between Manuelito andLeaphorn, andweak mediation byCaptain
Largo. Second, thereare threerelationships that arebothcollaborative and
hostile, indicating a radical switch in the natureof the interaction at some
point. Third, threeactors areplaced on theboundary between thegoodand
the bad,indicating serious ambiguity anduncertainty. Fourth, threediffer
ent lawenforcement agencies are involved. And finally, alongwith official
representatives of different agencies, individuals with no official statusare
involved in the work.

From the point of view of activity theory, what kind of agency and
intentionaiity is involved in Hillerman's book? To answer this question, I
will examine Tbe Sinister Pig with the helpof the five principles of activity
theory presented earlier.

' The term agency appears here, interestingly, in its formal institutional sense. One of the
central points of Hillerman's novel is that such official agencies gain real agency only
through the often deviating actions of flesh-and-blood people.
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The first principle, object orientation, calls attention to the object of
the activities under scrutiny. In criminal investigation, the object is a sus
pected crime. In Tbe Sinister Pig, the crime is widely distributed in time
and space. Initially the focus is on a murder case, but it gradually drifts to
suspected smuggling of narcotics over long distances across the Mexico-
U.S. border through abandoned oil pipelines. This widely distributed and
highly ambiguous nature of crime as object is not at all unrealistic. My
student Anne Puond recendy published her dissertation on collaboration
between authorities in the investigation of economic crimes. She points
out that whereas a traditional crime always takes place at a certain time
and place, economic or white-collar crime is typically committed over an
extended period of time, and nobody can point to an exact time at which
the boundarybetween legal and illegal wascrossed. Nor canan exactplace
for economic crime be determined: The perpetrator may have a perma
nent residence in one location, the companymay be found somewhereelse,
and company property may even be located in other countries (Puonti,
2004).

The second principle, mediation by tools andsigns, asks us to look at
the artifacts involved in the activities under scrutiny. The sinister pig itself
turnsout to beacrucial artifact, amobilemodule originally usedto cleanoil
pipelines, nowconverted into acontainer for the illegal drugs. The pigis a
tool for the badguys,but it alsoservesasaboundaryobject,an emblematic
semiotic mediator bymeans ofwhich Leaphorn begins to formulate atheory
of the crime.

(...) Chee shook his head. "I'm way behind you on that connection."
Louisa had poured their coffee, a mug for herself, had joined them at

the table,but had politelyrefrained from getting into this discussion. Now
she cleared her throat.

"Of course he's behind,Joe. Who wouldn't be? Tell him about your
pig theory." She smiled at Chee. "AsJoe sees this situation these arc very
sinister pigs."

Leaphorn looked slightlyembarrassed.
"Pig is the name pipelinemaintenancepeopleuse foradevicethey push

through the pipes to clean them out. (...)" (Hillerman, 2003, p. 153)

For both the bad guys and the good guys, the functioning of the central
artifact, the pig, is dependent on a constellation of supporting artifacts,
primarily mobile phones and maps (on tool constellations, see Keller &
Keller, 1996, and Chapter 7 of this book).

"When we get aboutan hour from El Paso, I'm making some calls," Winsor
said. "You take care of dealingwith getting my plane parked. I'll meet a
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manI needto talkto at the administration building. You brought yourcell
phone?"

"Always. And the pager." (Hillerman, 2003, p. 146)

"There'smore I wantto explain," Leaphorn said. "I wantyou to takealook
at an old map I dug up."

Now Chee snorted. "A map! Have I everdiscussed anything with you
when you didn't pull a mapon me?"(Hillerman, 2003, p. 150)

The third principle, the mutual constitution ofactions andactivity, prompts
us to inquire into the relationship between situated consequential deci
sionsand future-oriented visions. In The Sinister Pig, the coming together
of activity-level envisioning and action-level decision making is vividly
described in two subsets of encounters. The first one is that between two

bad guys, Budge dc Baca and Diego de Vargas:

"I don't know what he thinks. But I think that if we killher,he hasit figured
out so he'll get away with it. But if he hasit figured right, she is a federal
cop.The federals will catchus, whereverwe go. Not give up until they do.
And then they either kill us or we die in a federal prison somewhere. And,
of course, that's exactly the way he hopes its will work out. He wouldn't
want us aroundanymore."

Diegosighed. "Yes," he said. "It would be true also amongthosewhere
I've always worked."

"The way it happens in Washington, my patron is rich and powerful,
and his roomful of lawyers and very important friends let the policeknow
that our richand powerful boss is innocent. He justcame out here to shoot
an African antelope for his trophy room. And he had me put his special
trophy hunting riflebackthere in the storage place to show them evidence
that that's the truth. And then he says he was betrayed by two low-class
scoundrels who already arewanted by the police."

"Yes," he said. "That sounds Uke it would be in Mexico too."
"I think there is a way out of this for us," Budgesaid.
"Tellme," Diego said. (Hillerman, 2003, pp. 187-188)

"What's the trouble?" he asked. "Worried, or is it love sick?"
"Worried," Chee said. "How am I going to get Bernie to quit this

damned Border Patrol job and come on home?"
"That's easy," Cowboy said.
"Like hell," Chee said. "You just don't understand how stubborn she

is."

(...)
"If you want her to come home, you just say, 'Bernie, my sweet, I love

you dearly. Come home and many me and we will live happilyever after.'"
"Yeah,"Chee said. (Hillerman, 2003, pp. 191-192)
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These two exchanges of future-oriented envisioning move at the level of
activity systems. In the first one, Budge and de Vargas, anticipating the
critical action assigned to them, envision their future fate as members of
the criminal activity system led by Winsor. The envisioning leads toward
a preliminary committment to new action - but due to interruption, an
action plan is never formulated and the newaction is subsequently impro
vised. In the second example, Chee and Dashee, also anticipating critical
actionsaheadof them, envision Chee's future lifeactivity. In this case, the
very actions of seeking out Officer Manuelito are driven by the activity-
level envisioning - which itself is articulated only as the critical actions
unfold.

The fourth principle, contradictions and deviations as source of change,
invitesus to examine systemictensions in the activities under scrutiny. The
two excerpts just cited also exemplify the key contradictions operating in
Hillerman's novel. The first contradiction is embedded in the criminal activ

ity system,which depends on unquestioning obedience from subordinates
but at the sametime puts the subordinates at unacceptable riskin demand
ing violent actions from them. This is, of course, the classic contradiction
that has made it possible for law enforcementofficers to use lower-level
members oforganized crime asinformants. The tension pushes Budge and
de Vargas to take actions that deviate radically from the script devised by
their boss.

The secondcontradiction is embedded in the professional activity sys
tems of Officers Chee and Manuelito. This is the equally classic tension
between crime as invasive object and the pursuit of personal happiness.
Muchoftoday's crimedramaandfiction isbuiltaroundthistensionbetween
the official and the personal in police work. In Hillerman's story, the con
tradictionpushesJim Chee to deviate radically fromthe rulesofhis institu
tionalagency. In effect, hisquest to solvethe crime blendswith hispersonal
quest to find Bernie Manuelito. This drives him to move far beyond his
jurisdiction with the helpof a friend, Cowboy Dashee.

The fifth principle, historicity, tells us to explore the successive and
intersecting developmental layers, including the emergent new ones, in
the activities under scrutiny. Hillerman provides a lot of material for
this, and his previous books set a historical stage for viewing changes
at work in law enforcement. Joe Leaphorn, the legendary individual, is
retired and stays in the background. Jim Chee is not at the center of
frontline action either. The focus drifts to the female officer, Bernadette
Manuelito, and eventuallythe climax takesplacewithout a clear individual
or dyadic hero, largelyfacilitated by unanticipated actions of the two bad
guys, Budge and de Vargas. All in all, the center does not hold. Different
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actors put theirspoons in the soup, noneof them having the wholepicture
or complete information about what the other actors are doing. Histori
cally, this is amplified in the image of the multiple institutional agencies
involved:

(...) andshe missedthe arrival ofan SUV occupied by Drug Enforcement
Agents,and the resulting dispute over which of the agencies had jurisdic
tion, which waseventuallyresolved by the arrival ofsomeone representing
Homeland Security, who declared himself in charge of the FBI, the DEA,
the BorderPatrol, the Department of Land Management, and the Najavo
Tribal Police. (Hillerman, 2003, pp. 220-221)

So, what do we learnabout distributed agencyand collective intentionaiity
from these five excercises?

In Hillerman's story, there is no fixed and stable center of control and
command, individual or collective: The center does not hold. Yet, the job
gets done, and various inviduals and subgroups contribute to the achieve
ment in an intentional and deliberate manner. Moreover, it docs not seem
satisfactory to characterize the process simply as an accidental aggrega
tion or combination of individual and subgroupefforts. There is a strong
attemptamong all participants to grasp and resolve thecomplex whole, even
though it seems hopelessly beyond the limitsof each participant's horizon
ofunderstandingand capability.

In the story, the job gets done by meansof numerousseeminglysepa
rate orweakly connected strings of actions that take place overanextended
period of time and far apart from one anotherin geographical space. But
again, they are not completely disconnected. Partial connecting infor
mation, or hints and clues, do circulate and connect the various actions.
Although often inefficiendy, partially andbelatedly, the differentactors do
seek interconnectionsand they do reciprocate.

The intention, or the goal, or the idea ofwhat is actually being accom
plished emerges in bitsand pieces spread among the dispersed actors over
the courseof the events, to become fully and joindy articulated only after
it is all over. This after-the-fact articulation and stabilization also apply
to control and command, as is made evident in the last excerpt presented
earlier.

But why bother about a mere fictional detective story? I submit that
fiction is often more sensitive to the changing landscape of societal life
than are our everyday descriptive accounts or scientific analyses. The
change in Hillerman's fiction providesone window into thinking ofchange
more generally. Let me now try to open another window, this time
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grounded in longitudinal and interventionist field research in health care
organizations.

An Empirical Case: Knotworking in the Care
ofChronically 111 Patients in Helsinki

Can distributed, networked agency be purposefully cultivated? What lands
oftoolsandcollaborative arrangements areneeded to facilitate it?Howdoes
it manifest itselfin situations ofcollaborative decision making andproblem
solving? I will devote thissection of the chapterto these questions, using
examples from a series of longitudinal intervention studies weconducted
in the multiactivity field of health carein the cityof Helsinki, Finland (see
Engestrom, Engestrom, & Kerosuo, 2003).

Scott and hiscoauthors (2000,p. 355)concludethat "much of the inter
estand complexity of today's healthcare arena,compared withitscondition
at mid-century, is due not simply to the numbers of new types of social
actors now active but also to the multiple ways in which these actors have
become interpenetrated and richly connected." Medical work is no longer
onlyabouttreatingpatients and finding cures. It is increasingly aboutreor
ganizingandreconceptualizing careacross professional specialties andinsti
tutional boundaries. This clinical integration is not easily accomplished. As
Shortell and his colleagues (2000, p.69) state, "overall, clinical integration
forthemanagement ofpeople with chronic illness isstill largely a promise
in search of performance."

In other words, the shape and implications of spatiotemporally dis
tributed work and expertise are still fragile and open, literally undercon
struction. Whenprofessionals perform such work and discourse, they also
give shape to it Thus, a methodology isneeded that allows us,inan antici
patory manner, to explore and make visible the potentials and problems of
constructing and performing thisemerging typeof work.

To meet thischallenge, we recently arranged a series of joint"labora
torysessions" for medical professionals involved in the careof patientswith
multiple chronic illnesses in the city of Helsinki. For such a session, one
of the participating physicians was asked to select a patient and prepare a
presentation of the patient's care trajectory. The patientattended the ses
sion,alongwithphysicians andnurses representing different specialties and
clinics involved in the patient's care. The session was aimed at improving
coordination andcollaboration among the parties. The physician present
ing the casewas asked to preparedraftsfor (1)a carecalendarsummarizing
the importantevents in thepatient's caretrajectory, (2)acaremapdepicting
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the key parties involved in the care,and (3)a careagreement summarizing
the division of responsibilities amongthe caregivers involved. Wegave the
physician simpleone-page templates for each of these representations, but
the participants were invited to modify and redesign them according to
their preferences.

This proceduregenerated twokindsofdata. First, the physician prepar
ing the case usually invited the patient to a consultation where they dis
cussed the patient's care to prepare for the presentation. Sometimes the
physician inviteda keycolleaguefrom another clinicto join in this consul
tation or arrangeda separatemeetingwithone or more relevantcolleagues.
A researcher from our group videotaped the preparatory consultation and
collected copies of the documents used or prepared in it. The researcher
was also available if the practitioners or the patient wanted to discuss the
arrangements of the forthcoming laboratory session. Second, we video
taped the laboratory session itself and collected copies of the documents
presented or produced in the course of the session. Here are three exam
ples from discussions in three different laboratory sessions, each with a
short analysis.

Example 1
Heart specialist: Who, in your opinion, should from the point of view

of the care of the heart deficiency take the initiative with regard to
producing the careplan? Who isresponsible, whomakes it or seesto
it that it is made?

Administratorphysician: AsIseeit, it isstilltheexpertise ofthecardiology
clinic to make the plan.

Heart specialist: Yes, it should be, but there must be a specified person
in the cardiology clinic...

Administrator physician: Yes.

Heart specialist: ... a man or a woman who docs it. The clinicas such
doesn't do anything.

Administratorphysician: No, it doesn't. I'm gettingthere,I amofcourse
looking at the onlyone who is present here,with burningeyes...

[laughter]

Researcher: You've been put in charge of quite a lot, you know.

Administrator physician: And then it's Mary, too, in that this is kind of
pressure, if Mary is indeed the personal physician...
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Administrator physician: Yes, it isso that the personal physician is here
under the pressure that the planwill be made

The first example illustrates the importance of contradictions. It contains
an attempt to assign initiative and responsibility to identifiable partici
pants. The patient has a serious heart deficiency, and the discussion has
led toa pointwhere theparticipants realize thatthiscondition isnotprop
erly underanyone's responsibility forcare. The heartspecialist represents
the Cardiology Clinic but he has not treated this particular patient, and
due to the constant rotation of physicians at the clinic, he is uncertain if
he will ever have a chance to deal with this patient. So the first contra
diction surfaces: The Cardiology Clinic has the needed expertise, but as
the heart specialist says, they need "a man or a woman who does it. The
clinic as suchdoesn'tdo anything." The specialist canofferno continuity
of care.

To provide continuity of care, the focus shifts to the patient's personal
physician, a general practitioner (GP) in the local primary care health
center: "the personal physician is here under the pressure that the plan
willbe made."This reveals the secondcontradiction:The personalGP can
provide the required continuity of care, but has little authority and often
limited competence in matters of specialized medicine.

Example 2
Chiefphysician: So, will you befirst, asthephysician responsible for her

at the primary care health center, and thenwe will add...

Consultingphysician: Here we are kind ofdocumenting what isalready in
place, butifwe badasimilarcase where these contacts had notyetbeen
created, this would serve assort ofa model from which other patients
could benefit.

Chiefphysician: Itwould bevery important ifwe badasituation where the
patient's personal physician is changed, the previous doctor would go
on a leave, and the next doctor would come for half a year. In such
cases this has great importance, sothat thedoctor knows...
[the patient'sprimary care GP signs the care agreement and starts to hand
it back to the chiefphysician]

Chief physician: Please let the patient also sign it, while you are at
it From the signatures one sees that there are several people
involved
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Thesecond example illustrates the importance ofmediating artifacts as well
as thecoming together ofactivity-level visions and action-level decisions.
It contains a situation inwhich the laboratory session has led to drafting of
a shared care agreement fora patient. The different professionals involved
in the care of this patient, and the patient herself, are now ready to sign
the care agreement; theyarecontrolling theirown behavior with the help
of an external tool they have created. While signing the crucial artifact,
the professionals discuss it In the excerpt, I have used italics to identify
segments of future-oriented activity-level envisioning. These envisioning
segments are formulated bymeans of hypothetical language: "ifwe had a
similarcase,""if we had a situation."At the sametime, the participantsare
makingconsequential action-level decisions: "So,willyou be first,""Please
let the patient also sign it." The last decision, in which it is realized that
the patient alsoneeds to sign the agreement, illustrates the importanceof
object orientation. This small but extraordinary realization was possible
because the patient - the embodiment of the object of medical work -sat
in as a knotworkingpartner with the medical professionals.

Example 3
Researcher 2: What arc we going to do with this agreement, whatwill

be done with it now?

Researcher I: Isn't it so that O [the GP] will follow the situation at this
point...

Researcher 2: ... Yes but this...

Researcher I: ... because there aren't clearly identified partners yet,
before these are cleared up, these ongoing examinations and tests
and their results.

GP: Yes, westillmiss the signatures, so...

Researcher 2: Well.

Researcher I: Or whatdo youhave in mind?

Researcher 2: Well, I just asked, what do you think, now that such a
document has beenprepared, so...

Researcher 1: Or all this groundwork, yes.

Researcher 2: Groundwork, what will be done with it. And now that O
[the GP] refers R[the patient] todifferent places, would it be good if
those different places towhich she sends her for a specific problem,
if they got to know about this whole picture in which this specific
is...?


